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Spectrum Management Strategy: Ofcom’s Approach to and Priorities for
Spectrum Management Over the Next Ten Years
About the Dynamic Spectrum Alliance
The Dynamic Spectrum Alliance (DSA) is a global, cross-industry alliance focused on
increasing dynamic access to unused radio frequencies. The membership spans multinational
companies, small-and-medium-sized enterprises, and academic, research, and other organizations
from around the world, all working to create innovative solutions that will increase the utilization
of available spectrum to the benefit of consumers and businesses alike.1
General Response
Usage of wireless networks in Europe is skyrocketing. According to Ofcom’s own
forecasts, demand for data generated by wireless and mobile devices in 2030 could be 80 times
higher than in 2012.2 Meeting this demand is essential to promoting technological innovation
and economic growth. To enable the next wave of innovation in the wireless sector, Ofcom
should:
● Enable robust access to both licence-exempt and licensed spectrum both above and below
1 GHz;
● Pursue dynamic spectrum sharing as a way of improving spectrum utilization;
● Encourage the development of spectrally efficient devices; and
● Make spectrum usage data publicly available.
1. Ofcom should enable robust access to both licensed and licence-exempt spectrum.
Enabling access to both licensed and licence-exempt spectrum is key to meeting
increasing spectrum demands. In the past, a balanced approach has fueled the wireless economy,
benefiting consumers, innovators, and investors. Exclusive access to licensed spectrum provides
the certainty major operators need to make large investments in their wide-area networks, while
broad eligibility for access to licence-exempt spectrum fosters widespread contributions to
innovation and investment in emerging technologies.3 For instance, because licence-exempt
devices are “free from the burden of normal delays associated with the licensing process,”
manufacturers can design equipment to “fill a unique need [that can] be introduced into the
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market quickly.”4 Thousands of new licence-exempt devices are certified each year. Wi-Fi
devices are the best known, but Bluetooth,5 Zigbee,6 and RFID7 devices have all also
experienced rapid growth in the last several years. Machine-to-machine technologies, which
often rely on licence-exempt spectrum, represent a large and growing market as well.8
In addition, licence-exempt use complements licensed use. As Ofcom recognizes, Wi-Fi
“offer[s] the opportunity to offload traffic from mobile access networks”9 and is “likely to
remain an important means of supplying wireless data capacity” in the future.10 The European
Commission recently concluded that offloading has saved European mobile network operators
approximately 35 billion euros in network deployment costs and projected network savings of
200 billion euros by 2016.11 The Wi-Fi experience also makes clear that greater availability of
licence-exempt spectrum increases demand for and the utility of licensed spectrum. Wi-Fi
availability has enabled consumers to use their phones and tablets more intensively to access a
variety of online content and services.12 Use and development of these online services in turn
drives demand for licensed and licence-exempt network access, creating a virtuous cycle of
investment in content, as well as both licensed and licence-exempt access.
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2. Ofcom should adopt spectrum-sharing policies as a critical strategy for meeting
increased demand.
Given the rapid increase in demand for spectrum to support wireless services, it is
unlikely that Ofcom will be able to meet that demand solely through a policy of clearing and
repurposing spectrum.13 Spectrum sharing is an attractive supplement to clearing for several
reasons. First, sharing allows efficient use of spectrum. For example, as Ofcom has recognized
through its efforts to open up the television white spaces for license-exempt use, enabling
opportunistic use through spectrum sharing does not displace existing users; it allows new
devices and services to take advantage of spectrum currently lying fallow. Spectrum sharing
techniques thus allow users to make the most of a finite resource.
Second, spectrum sharing can make additional spectrum for wireless services available
very quickly. As Ofcom has recognized, the process of clearing incumbents and auctioning
exclusive licenses can be lengthy and complicated.14 Spectrum sharing minimizes delays by
leaving incumbent operations in place. This flexibility has been demonstrated recently in the
Philippines, where the Philippine Government has deployed TV white space radios and
connectivity in aid of earthquake and typhoon recovery in Bohol and Tacloban, respectively.
Further, spectrum sharing can be utilized in times of transition between clearing and
auctioning—for example, databases can enable temporary access to available spectrum before
auctions are conducted and before licensed services become operational.15
Third, spectrum sharing works. Networks relying on shared spectrum have been
deployed successfully in the United States.16 In South Africa, Google’s Cape Town trial
delivered broadband with a minimum data rate of 2.5 Mbps and peak data rates of 10 Mbps to 10
secondary schools at distances between 3 and 6 kilometers of a base station, without causing
harmful interference to incumbent services. Similar and even better performance measurements
have been observed in other TV white space trials around the world, in locations as diverse as the
United States, the United Kingdom, Singapore, Japan, Korea, the Philippines, Kenya, Tanzania,
and Malawi. Likewise, these trials and pilots around the world have operated without causing
any harmful interference to incumbent licensees.
As Ofcom continues to develop its spectrum sharing policies, it should recognize that
assured access to sufficient shared or license-exempt spectrum is a critical precondition for
successful deployment. Device and chip manufacturers hesitate to commit resources to new
bands and technologies until there is certainty that sufficient spectrum will be available. For
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example, the European Commission noted earlier this year that uncertainty regarding which
spectrum will be available for mobile broadband across the continent has hindered the
deployment of next generation networks.17 These principles apply equally to licensed and
licence-exempt technologies.
Ofcom should also pursue flexible sharing policies that encourage innovation in database
development and other sharing technologies such as sensing. In general, Ofcom should set highlevel interference criteria and leave to industry the precise technical methods and parameters for
achieving incumbent protection.
Overall, the DSA supports and welcomes Ofcom’s initiatives to adopt spectrum sharing
policies to make additional spectrum available for use and welcomes the opportunity for future
collaboration in this area.18 Many of DSA’s members are active participants in trials or other
initiatives supporting Ofcom’s work to open up access to the television white spaces. In other
jurisdictions, DSA members are working on initiatives to share spectrum in other bands with
public sector incumbents, including national defense users. DSA looks forward to continued
collaboration with Ofcom in this area.
3. Ofcom should encourage the development of efficient devices.
As demands on spectrum increase, Ofcom should adopt policies that encourage the
development of spectrally efficient devices. For example, Ofcom should encourage the users of
programme-making and special events equipment to adopt the latest, professional-grade, stateof-the-art technology, so that more devices can operate on any individual channel. Ofcom might
encourage such improvements by determining protection in its white spaces proceeding based on
the characteristics of modern digital microphones. Similarly, Ofcom should consider databaseenabled sharing that allows databases to calculate protection requirements based on actual device
characteristics, rather than theoretical technical parameters. In this way, if equipment
manufacturers develop devices with significantly improved out-of-band emissions, then such
devices will be permitted to operate closer to their neighbors than less sophisticated devices. By
incentivizing improved device performance, Ofcom will increase spectrum utilization. In
addition, the continued development and integration of sensing technology is likely to enable
significantly more accurate models, which can further optimize spectrum use.
4. Ofcom should track spectrum data and make as much of that data publicly available as
possible.
Finally, the DSA supports Ofcom’s proposal to measure the intensity of “actual use of
specific spectrum bands,” especially for the purpose of identifying spectrum suitable for
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sharing.19 Because spectrum is a finite resource, understanding where it is used and where it is
under-used is a necessary part of developing sound spectrum policy. In order to protect
individual users of spectrum and business confidential information, however, usage information
should be subject to reasonable confidentiality protections for personal or commercial data.
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